THE GREEN MAT REVOLUTION

For the production of your mats and carpets we use ecological materials and our eco-friendly manufacturing processes follow the most
modern state of the art production techniques according highest environmental and ecological standards.
Mats from MyDockMats do not burden the ecological balance as our materials are made out of a mix of recycled materials that can be
recycled again after their life as a mat.
Our long lasting design mats with excellent dirt trapping capacity is a World ́ s First in the mat business:
Polyester fabric. This high-quality fibre works like little brushes and leads dirt and moisture to the bottom of the mat.
Thanks to this process the fibres do not become impregnated with water and keep their effectiveness.

The colors keep their brilliance though all the washings and UV-light thanks to our “Colour SealedTM” technology.
With your MyDockMats mat you help to keep the world cleaner, without increased costs and backed by our 100% quality guarantee.

ONE tree for every mat sold !

ONE m2 = 20 recycled bottles !
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IN A FEW WORDS
80% less water consumption during production process
30% less energy consumption during manufacturing process
Use of recyclable materials
High quality PET polyester fibers (No rubber, No PVC)
High tech digital printing quality (300dpi)
UV resistant thanks to our Colour SealedTM technology
Washable up to 60°C
5 years producer warranty
Flexible production from 1 piece up to1.000 ́ s
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The brand My Dock Mat offers high quality floor mats, carpets, carpet runners for the Entrance, Kitchen, Hallway, Living room, Bedroom &
Bathroom.
The My Dock Mat product line focuses on Home Living Feeling - INSPIRED BY NATURE. Using new innovation allows us to produce floor
mats & carpets with photo-realistic designs by using eco-friendly materials.
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DESIGN
With MyDockMats it’s easy to create your custom mat :
FILE FORMAT
We operate with an automatic workflow. Therefore we need your files as TIF format with ZIP or as PDF.
Please send us the files flat (no layers), pictures embedded and all text outlined.
We can also make your design art work, with a surcharge.

COLOR/COLOR RANGE
Please use the Adobe RGB 1998 color range (Adobe 1998.icc) or CMYK (Caoted F0GRA39.icc), so that our RIP software can interpret your data in a correct
way. Special colors (Pantone Solid Coated) are possible with a surcharge.

PRINTING RESOLUTION
Please produce your image at 100 dpi at 100% size. For example: 85 x 150 cm, 100 dpi.

SAFE PRINTING AREA
Please place objects with 3 cm distance to the border oft he mat. If your mat is longer than 200 cm please increase this distance to 5 cm because of tolerances
during production process. We do not recommend using printed borders. If you need to print a border it has to be minimum 5 cm thick or min. 5 cm distance
to the border of the mat and min. 1 cm thick.

FONT SIZE/LINE WIDTH
Text must be a minimum of 2 cm (small letters) and lines must be a minimum of 3 mm. This is with a good contrast (text/line dark color, background light
color). If the contrast is poor please increase these values.
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Technical Data

Surface : Polyester 660 Gr

Lavable : 40-6o°C+

Floor : High Twist Poly ( HTP)

Classification feux : en cours

Fibre: Sealed Color Poly

Certificat: Öko-Tex 100

Poids : 2,0 Kg/m2

Semelle : TPE anti-dérapant

Hauteur : env. 7mm

Anti-statique

Délai: Epédition sous 10/12 jours
ouvrables

Garantie 5 ans

Taille jusqu'à max. 190 cm de large et 400 cm de Longueur
Des tolérances de production de +/-3% peuvent survenir.
Il peut y avoir de légères tolérances de couleurs
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